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Season 3, Episode 13
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The Cook of the Money Pot



Amy hears the case of a disturbed teenager who successfully impersonated a police officer at a high school for several months, carrying a loaded gun, and who was only discovered after being arrested for severely beating a student he suspected of being a drug dealer; while Maxine is deciding whether a mother who is being released from prison for killing one of her children should be returned to her family, Kyle helps her uncover some medical information that may give credence to the woman's claim of innocence; Kyle and Brian have a run-in over Kyle's way with Teen Harbor's clients, and Kyle learns an expensive lesson about street kids; as Amy is about to rule in the matter of two teenagers  accused of stealing a stop sign and contributing to an accident which seriously injured a man and left him in a coma, she receives word in open court that the man has died, prompting a startling admission from one of the accused; after Lauren walks in on Kyle having sex, Gillian volunteers to help hi
Quest roles:
Michael Dempsey(Officer Al Bernero), Catherine MacNeal(Ms. Rhodes), Jack Blessing(Russell Lynchburg), Gary Basaraba(Brian Whitaker), Amber Barretto(Terri Colonna), Corbin Allred(Philip Dunbar), Branden Williams(Robert Stivers), Bret Loehr(Jeremy Kreiner), Chelse Swain(Anna), Adam Wylie(Nicholas Binkow), Lisa Darr(Mrs. Kreiner), Carlos Gomez(Mr. Kreiner)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
15 January 2002, 00:00
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